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Introduction
Singular Value Decomposition is a useful process in
Linear Algebra. We use this method to compress
pictures.
We created a program to reach our goal in Python
The work we have done will be used in the future
classes in University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

Abstract
In linear algebra, the singular value decomposition
allows us to decompose one matrix into the product of
three matrices. The middle one is a diagonal matrix.
We can eliminate some of the smaller entries of the
diagonal matrix along with rows and columns of the
other two matrices in order to save memory, while
maintaining the majority of the structure.

Example from the worksheet
The following question is selected from the worksheet
wrote for the future class University of Illinois.
The following question explains the concept
concerning singular value decomposition.

Coninued

Consider this picture
with 25 boxes as a
5 ⇥ 5 matrix with each
entry represents the
color information of box
at that position (see
boxes as enlarged
pixel) and each small
box representing one
pixel. The black box
stands for an 0 entry at
that position and white
box stands for an 1
entry at that position.

Question
a)Translate the left
picture as matrix and
write it down. Denote
this matrix as matrix A.
b)Find the matrix AAT

and then find out the
eigenvalues of this
matrix. Once we have
obtained the
eigenvalues, it should
be straightforward to
calculate the singular
values.(use a computer
or Wolfram Alpha)
c)Can you find a way to
graphically explain the
singular values
obtained above(try
thinking about the
pattern of the picture
left)?

Pictures created by our program

Figure: These are a set of pictures about altgeld created
using our program with different terms of singular values

Figure: These are a set of pictures about a Bonsai created
using our program with different terms of singular values

Error Determination

Figure: Charts of percentage of error of the two pictures

The resolution of pictures increases as the
number of singular values used to reproduce
the picture increases. i.e. The reproduced
picture is more similar to our original one.
We use infinity-norm method to define the
errors between our original and new pictures.
We use the mean of three errors got from red
matrix, green matrix, and blue matrix in a jpg
picture file to present the final result.
We can define A as the original matrix while A0

as the matrix created after eliminating several
terms. The error is defined as
error =
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Remarks of the left question

From left to right, there are three pictures using 1-3 singular values.
There are only three singular values, which are 3.9349, 1.4142 and 0.7188.
This problem actually is a simple edition of our project. We can use this problem in class to develop a
system of SVD and the essential steps of photo compressing.
This process is also being used in noise reduction. It can help scanner to obtain a better copy of the
paper.

Mathematics of Singular Value Decomposition
The following algorithm allows us to generate the
singular values for a m ⇥ n matrix, denote as matrix
M. such that

M = U⌃V T

U is an m ⇥ m real matrix consisting eigenvectors of
MMT , ⌃ is an m ⇥ n rectangular diagonal matrix with
non-negative singular values of MMT on the diagonal,
and V T is an n ⇥ n real matrix which is orthonormal.
Matrix MMT produced by multiplying M by MT has the
size of m ⇥ m. Say u1, u2, ...um are the eigenvectors of
MMT we can obtain matrix U as follow :
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(Spectral Theorem
guarantee the existence
of Ui)

The singular values of MMT can be obtained by taking
the square root of eigenvalues of MMT . Say the
singular values are �1, �2, ..., �m where
�1 > �2 > ... > �r and �i = 0 for m > i > r ; matrix ⌃ is
constructed by putting them in diagonal:
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�1 0 · · · 0 0 0
0 �2 · · · 0 0 0
... ... . . . ... ... ...
0 0 · · · �r 0 0
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Lastly, to find the matrix V T that orthnormal using
eigenvectors of U for r � i � 1such that

vi =
1
�i

M(ui)

As a result, we will have v1, v2, ...vr that is orthonormal.
Since matrix V needs to be n ⇥ n so for r >= n we
use v1, v2, ...vn to form V; if r < n then we can extend
v1, v2, ...vr to an orthonormal basis v1, v2, ...vn to form
matrix V. And matrix V T is illustrated as:
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· · · v1 · · ·
· · · v2 · · ·
... ... ...

· · · vn · · ·
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As a result the matrix M is expressed as:

M =
rX

n=1

ui�ivT
i

From the formula above we only need the first r
eigenvectors in matrices U and V.
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